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user instructions

Intruder System for
Communicall Vision 2

Red light

On position

Off position

If anyone should open a window while the system is On a silent alarm will be
automatically generated. If anyone opens the door an alarm will be raised after
the 30 seconds of entry tones. Tampering with the key switch, contacts or
removing the speech module will automatically raise an alarm.

The bleeps will last for 30 seconds to give you sufficient time to leave your home.
After that time the bleeps stop and the red light next to the Quickset button flashes
to show the system is on.

 Remove the key from the switch closing the front door behind you
as you exit your dwelling

 The speech module will start to bleep (exit tones)

 Use the key to switch the system to the On position.

What to do when you go out

Quickset button

Additional movement sensors may be fitted where required.

If an intruder is detected when you are out then an alarm call will be sent to either
your on site manager or off site response centre who will be able respond as
required. The system includes a key switch, Quickset button on your speech module
and contacts on your windows and doors.

Your Communicall system is provided with an intruder alarm facility designed to
provide peace of mind and reassurance that your home and contents are protected.

Intruder System user instructions

Please inform the installers who will be able to ensure the back door becomes
the entry exit door.

What happens if I use my back door instead of my front door most frequently?

Yes you can. Please be aware that the warning (low) tones will sound indicating
an open window. If this is ignored the system will still switch On and monitor the
door only.

Can I switch it On overnight and still leave a window slightly open?

Yes you can if you are not using movement sensors. Simply use the key to switch
On and ignore the 30seconds of exit tones. Pressing the Quickset button after
switching On can mute these tones and switch the system on immediately.
Please remember to switch the system to Off in the morning before opening
any windows or front door.

Can I switch my system On overnight while I am asleep?

This is a warning message to tell you that one or more windows are open.
Please switch the system to Off and close any open windows before switching
On again and leaving your home.

Why, when I switched the system On did it bleep with low tones before reverting
to normal exit tones?

Frequently asked questions

The speech module will bleep for up to 30 seconds with an increasing urgency until
the system is switched off. If the system is not switched Off within this time a silent
alarm will be generated.

 Use the key to switch the system to the Off position.

 As you enter through the front door the speech module will start to bleep.
(Entry tones)

What to do when you return home.

